
Introducing Noninvasive  
Prenatal Select

Accurate insight into fetal health  
as early as 9 weeks gestation



When to order
• As early as 9 weeks gestation

Turnaround time
•  Fast turnaround time, with results available in about 1 week

Sample requirements
• Two 10 mL Streck BCT tubes of maternal blood

•  Tubes of blood should be stored and shipped at room temperature

•  Specimens must be received by our lab within 5 days of the blood draw  
to ensure specimen stability

• Do not freeze blood samples

Method
•  Circulating cell-free DNA (ccfDNA) is purified from maternal blood  

and sequenced using massively parallel sequencing

•  A laboratory-specific statistical model is used to reduce false positive  
and false negative rates

To learn more, visit sema4.com/PrenatalSelect or call 800-298-6470. 



Highly accurate screening  
for chromosomal abnormalities

Noninvasive Prenatal Select screens for common chromosome aneuploidies, 
sex chromosome aneuploidies, and microdeletions, including

•  Trisomy 21  
(Down syndrome)

•  Trisomy 18  
(Edwards syndrome)

•  Trisomy 13  
(Patau syndrome)

• Trisomy 15*

• Trisomy 16* 

• Trisomy 22*

•  Monosomy X  
(Turner syndrome)

•  XXX (Trisomy X syndrome)

•  XXY (Klinefelter syndrome)

•  XYY syndrome

•  22q11.2 deletion 

• 1p36 deletion

•  4p16 deletion  
(Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome)

•  5p15 deletion  
(Cri-du-chat syndrome)

•  15q11.2-q13 deletion 
(Prader-Willi or Angelman 
syndrome)

•  11q23 deletion  
(Jacobsen syndrome)

•  8q24 deletion  
(Langer-Giedion syndrome)

Noninvasive Prenatal Select is the only standard NIPT that screens  
for trisomy 15

•  Fetal trisomy 15 rescue can result in Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes 

The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) and the  
Society for Maternal-Fetal Medicine (SMFM) recommend that all pregnant women  
are offered screening or diagnostic testing for fetal aneuploidy.

Sema4 Noninvasive Prenatal Select can reveal fetal sex as early  
as 9 weeks into pregnancy

*Commonly associated with pregnancy loss.

 NIPT=Noninvasive prenatal test



Accurate insight as early as 9 weeks gestation

Noninvasive Prenatal Select is >99% sensitive and specific  
for common aneuploidies

Condition Sensitivity (95% CI) Specificity (95% CI)

Autosomal aneuploidies

Trisomy 21 (Down syndrome) >99% (87-100%) >99% (99-100%)

Trisomy 18 (Edwards syndrome) >99% (72-100%) >99% (99-100%)

Trisomy 13 (Patau syndrome) >99% (66-100%) >99% (99-100%)

Trisomy 15 >99% (87-100%) >99% (99-100%)

Trisomy 16 >99% (54-100%) >99% (99-100%)

Trisomy 22 >99% (54-100%) >99% (99-100%)

Sex chromosome aneuploidies

Monosomy X (Turner syndrome) >99% (59-100%) >99% (99-100%)

XXX (Trisomy X syndrome) >99% (59-100%) >99% (99-100%)

XXY (Klinefelter syndrome) >99% (54-100%) >99% (99-100%)

XYY syndrome Reported when identified*

Microdeletions

22q11.2 deletion 78% (17-100%) >99%†

1p36 deletion 87% (32-100%) >99%†

4p16 deletion (Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome) 92% (47-100%) >99%†

5p15 deletion (Cri-du-chat syndrome) 98% (88-100%) >99%†

15q11.2-q13 deletion (Prader-Willi or Angelman syndrome) 89% (35-100%) >99%†

11q23 deletion (Jacobsen syndrome) 95% (63-100%) >99%†

8q24 deletion (Langer-Giedion syndrome) 90% (40-100%) >99%†

High specificity reduces the risk of false positives

 *  There is limited data on XYY syndrome to support performance characteristics. Abnormalities will be  
reported when identified.

† Estimated based on other studies using similar technologies.

 CI=Confidence interval



Personalized PPV clarifies a patient’s unique risk

Noninvasive Prenatal Select includes personalized PPV for more accurate insight into risk, 
based on maternal age and fetal fraction.‡

Potential clinical benefits of low failure rates 

Reduce the  
need for redraws

Limit unnecessary  
invasive procedures

Reduce overall time required  
to obtain reliable results

‡PPV is calculated for positive results only.
 § Maternal age does not affect risk for other chromosomal abnormalities that Sema4 Noninvasive Prenatal  
Select screens for.

II Pre-analytical failure rate.

 PPV=Positive predictive value

A low failure rate of <1% Results reported down to 2% fetal fraction

Advanced sequencing technologies provide reliable results

Conditions with increased risk due to maternal age§ 
   Trisomy 21 (Down syndrome)

   Trisomy 18 (Edwards syndrome)

   Trisomy 13 (Patau syndrome)

   Trisomy 15

   Trisomy 16

   Trisomy 22

   XXX (Trisomy X syndrome)

   XXY (Klinefelter syndrome)

II





Our CLIA-certified lab offers comprehensive prenatal testing 

   Screening with Noninvasive Prenatal Select is available for singleton pregnancies and 
pregnancies using an oocyte donor, sperm donor, or gestational carrier

   Prenatal diagnostic testing, including chromosome analysis, aneuploidy FISH, or 
chromosomal microarray, may be ordered directly from Sema4 to confirm positive NIPT 
results. Diagnostic testing is available through chorionic villus sampling (CVS) at 10 to 12 
weeks of pregnancy and amniocentesis after 15 weeks of pregnancy

   Carrier screening, maternal serum screening, and noninvasive prenatal testing for multiple 
gestation pregnancies are also available 

Educational resources and genetic counseling to help support patients 
during testing

Before testing 

   An educational video helps patients learn more about the role of noninvasive  
prenatal screening

After results are received 

   Genetic counselors are available to offer guidance and support for patients with  
positive results

   Patients who screen negative can access educational videos to learn more about their 
results and discover fetal sex, if desired

CLIA=Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments; FISH=Fluorescence in situ hybridization

Support for your practice and patients
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Actionable insights with accessible pricing

At Sema4, we are dedicated to helping every patient access advanced 
genetic testing

Sema4 is contracted with all major national payors.

Noninvasive prenatal testing is covered by most insurance plans, however, copays, 
co-insurance, and/or deductibles may vary by health plan.

We are committed to ensuring that all patients can access testing. Affordable 
payment plans, self-pay pricing, and other financial assistance options are available 
for patients who are uninsured or underinsured.

If patients have any questions about the explanation of benefits from their insurance provider  
or their Sema4 bill, our billing specialists are here to help.

800-298-6470                billing@sema4.com

A negative test result does not ensure an unaffected pregnancy. Sema4 Noninvasive Prenatal Select is only intended to screen for specific chromosomal abnormalities. 
Noninvasive Prenatal Select is a screening test that comes with a risk of false positives. All positive results should be confirmed by chorionic villus sampling (CVS) or 
amniocentesis. Pregnancy management decisions should not be based on the results of cell-free DNA screening alone.

An inconclusive result may be reported due to insufficient fetal fraction, technical difficulties, or other sample-related issues. If test results are not reported, inconclusive,  
or can’t be interpreted, women should receive genetic counseling and be offered further evaluation and diagnostic testing.

Potential causes of inaccurate aneuploidy, microdeletion, or fetal sex prediction include, but are not limited to, low fetal fraction, unreported multiple gestation pregnancy, 
mosaicism (placental, maternal, or fetal), vanishing twin, maternal copy number variants (CNV), organ or bone marrow transplantation, recent blood transfusion, and sample 
misidentification. This test may also lead to unanticipated findings unrelated to the current pregnancy, such as maternal aneuploidy, microdeletion, or neoplasia. This test 
was validated on singleton pregnancies and is currently not offered for multiple gestation pregnancies.


